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Abstract
This article focuses on the analysis and explanation of some variation in the semantic values of
certain verb forms in relation to their prototypical values. This phenomenon of language in use
deals with temporal verbal values that do not correspond to the values canonically attached to the
verb forms and can be viewed as having cognitive motivation. We investigated an oral and written
language corpus of Brazilian Portuguese, and samples from the data were diagrammed under the
perspective of the Mental Spaces Model (Fauconnier, 1994, 1997, Cutrer, 1994). The mental spaces in
the diagrams constructed were structured by frames and organized by the discourse notions of BASE,
V-POINT, FOCUS, and EVENT, which mirror other cognitive processes, especially visual perception, as
well as the tense-aspect categories of PRESENT, PAST, PERFECTIVE, IMPERFECTIVE, PROGRESSIVE, and
PERFECT. This article approaches, more specifically, the countersequential value of Perfective Past
Indicative (Pretérito Perfeito) and the future in past value of Imperfective Past Indicative (Pretérito
Imperfeito). Results showed that the Mental Spaces Model can be used for understanding meaning
construction relative to verbal elements, related to both canonical and non-canonical values.
Key words: Cognitive Linguistics, Mental Spaces, past verbal values, Brazilian Portuguese, domains,
usage based.

1. Introduction
Verb tense has been traditionally described as a deictic category that situates the
event expressed by the lexical item in the verb phrase (VP) in a time frame relative to
the moment of speech: present corresponds to the situation in which event time
matches speech time; for past there is an asymmetry in which event time precedes
speech time; and for future we have the inversion of this asymmetrical relation.
Nevertheless, in real language use contexts, it is common to find interpretations of
verb forms that differ from those meaning distinctions. The diagrams realized in the
scope of this research, under the theoretical framework of Cognitive Linguistics (CL,
henceforth), more specifically, under the framework of the Mental Spaces Model

(MSM, henceforth), reveal cognitive motivation for such variation in interpretation
that results in values here called non-canonical: the countersequential value of
Perfective Past Indicative (Pretérito Perfeito) and the future in past value of
Imperfective Past Indicative (Pretérito Imperfeito), found in a corpus of Brazilian
Portuguese i.
Before presenting the analysis itself, it is necessary to discuss certain notions and
categories that constitute the MSM in Fauconnier (1994, 1997, 2007) and Cutrer
(1994).
MSM affiliates to CL, which is a field of knowledge that postulates both the existence
of a common basis for language and for cognition, and the interrelation of these
dimensions of human experience in various aspects (Langacker, 1990, 2001). Due to
such postulates, CL adopts a cognitive perspective to the comprehension of linguistic
phenomena, in general.
According to MSM, which is a semantic and descriptive model, meaning construction
relates, at the cognitive level, to information distribution. Fauconnier (1994, 1997)
and Cutrer (1994) suggest that part of the cognitive processes connected to any
discourse manifestation can potentially be represented using MSM, since the model
offers theoretical resources to represent graphically, through diagrams in the form of
a mental-space lattice, the dynamic processes of producing and interpreting both
written and oral discourse. In this context, the linguistic manifestation is
diagrammed in terms of a hierarchy of related spaces, which is constantly updated as
discourse evolves. The linguistic expressions with their lexical and grammatical
content provide information for the establishment of the spaces and their elements,
which are structured and interconnected in a network, the lattice. MSM, thus,
provides support to the representation and the resulting comprehension of how
grammatical meanings are attached to forms.
When mental spaces, the main constitutive element of MSM, represent linguistic
expressions, they are structured by the framesii that correspond to those expressions.
Frames can be defined as cognitive structures related to fairly stable knowledge in
the speaker/hearer’s long term memory, which are activated by the occurrence of
specific linguistic expressions in discourse. Frames organize content within the
mental spaces of the diagrams. The spaces are constructions of a local and
momentary nature, not, therefore, fixed mental representations. Fauconnier (2007)
states:
It has been hypothesized that at the neural level, mental spaces are sets of activated
neuronal assemblies and that the connections between elements correspond to
coactivation-bindings. On this view, mental spaces operate in working memory but are
built up partly by activating structures available from long-term memory. (Fauconnier,
2007, p. 351).

The mental spaces in the diagrams of MSM, depending on the grammatical content
that they represent, are marked by distinct discourse notions and tense-aspect
categories. The discourse notions available in the framework are those of FOCUS,
EVENT, BASE and VIEW POINT (V-POINT), and, on its turn, the tense-aspect categories
are those of PRESENT, PAST, FUTURE, PERFECT, PERFECTIVE, IMPERFECTIVE and
PROGRESSIVE.
Concerning the discourse notions, FOCUS marks the space that represents the focus of
attention in the process of meaning construction; EVENT marks the space in which the
event that is indicated by the verb is constructed; BASE is the initial space, which is
always PRESENT, from which the other spaces get organized; and V-POINT marks the
space from which other spaces are accessed and structured, and functions as
reference to the tense-aspect categories as well (Cutrer, 1994).
The notions of V-POINT and FOCUS are special, since they mirror aspects of visual
cognition. In the CL theoretical framework, Langacker (2001), to whom the process
of linguistic conceptualization reflects processes of visual perception, points to the
central role of the experience of visualization in semantic and grammatical
structuring. The notion of BASE, in its turn, is related to the concept of ‘domains of
reality’. In any discourse situation, we might find varieties of such domains at play
simultaneously: DISCOURSE INTERACTION, which applies to diverse communicative
situations (story telling, conversation, monologue, etc.); NARRATIVE DOMAIN; FICTION
DOMAIN, COUNTERFACTUAL DOMAIN, etc.. Each of these domains has its own structure
in terms of characters, events and relations. MSM considers domains of reality as
BASEs that are constructed along the discourse situation and that are accessed for the
temporal interpretation of certain events. A verbal value has to be understood from
the BASE in which the discourse is anchored at the specific moment of that occurrence
or, alternatively, this verbal value can itself determine a change of BASE.
The tense-aspect categories that integrate MSM were proposed by Cutrer, having
Bybee and Dahl (1989)’s crosslinguistic study as support. This study showed that
about 80% of the languages analyzed presented six types of morphemic grammatical
markings of tense-aspect content. To these categories, Cutrer adds PRESENT, which is
the unmarked form in the languages (Cutrer, 1994). In Cutrer’s proposal, PRESENT,
FUTURE and PAST are tense categories, expressing the temporal relations between the
spaces; PERFECT, PERFECTIVE, IMPERFECTIVE and PROGRESSIVE are aspect categories,
providing information about the relation between V-POINT and FOCUS. These tenseaspects are categories at the cognitive level and reflect universal types of
relations/links between the spaces in the network. Thus, they are not linguistic
categories, but can be mapped onto the grammatical categories of the languages in
various combinations. In Brazilian Portuguese, for example, we find combinations, in
the Indicative, such as FUTURE and PAST, in Future of Past (Futuro do Pretérito); PAST
and PERFECTIVE, in Perfective Past (Pretérito Perfeito); PAST and PERFECT, in
Pluperfect Past (Pretérito Mais que Perfeito).
To sum up, the theoretical elements that MSM offers allow for the representation of
the unfolding of discourse through a network of spaces that are structured by frames,

interconnected according to tense-aspect categories, and this network indicates the
BASE in which the discourse anchors, the V-POINT that is assumed by the speaker, as
well as the EVENT that is in FOCUS.
The diagrams that are built according to this model allow us then to partially
visualize cognitive processes underlying discourse manifestations (Fauconnier, 1994,
1997; Cutrer, 1994) and potentially help in the comprehension of how the meaning of
linguistic expressions is constructed from these processes.
It is important to point out that these diagrams are theoretical constructs that
integrate the Mental Spaces Model formalism. They are not cognitively real, but they
are intended to capture some aspects of the cognitive processing. Thus, these
diagrams are theoretical representations of a cognitive reality: speakers do not
actually create diagrams in their minds.

2. 2. Verb tense and MSM
The traditional definition of tense can be seen in Cunha’s work (1971), where we find
that tense is:

the variation that indicates the moment in which the fact expressed by the verb occurs.
The three natural verb tenses are the present, the preterite (or past) and the future,
that designate, respectively, a fact occurred at the moment in which we speak, before
the moment in which we speak, and after the moment in which we speak (Cunha,
1971, p. 256).iii

In relation to certain values conveyed by verb forms found in language in use that do
not correspond to this canonical definition, grammar books provide, in general, local,
ad hoc explanations. Even though the explanations provided reveal certain semantic
and stylistic aspects of those verb forms, they do not point to cognitive reasons for
the use of those forms, nor do they allow for generalizations.
The CL framework, especially concerning MSM, can provide such cognitive reasons
and explanations. Instead of treating verb tense as a relation between speech time
and event time, MSM defines verb tense mainly through the relation between VPOINT and FOCUS (Turner, 1996; Cutrer, 1994).
The non-canonical verbal values focused in this paper occur when a verb form,
depending on the context where it is found, has a distinct value from that expressed
by the label attributed to this form according to the traditional definition of verb
tense.iv A non-canonical value of a verb tense is reached through the same cognitive
principles that are active in the canonical interpretation of this tense (Cutrer, 1994).
MSM postulates, then, the unification of cognitive mechanisms involved in the use of
verb tenses, without distinguishing between the production and interpretation of

verbal elements in narratives, or in any other discourse situation.
Thus, in this study, we aimed at a unified analysis of canonical and non-canonical
verbal values focusing on certain values of Perfective Past Indicative (Pretérito
Perfeito) and Imperfective Past Indicative (Pretérito Imperfeito).
In the diagrams made in the scope of this study, circles represent mental spaces.
Each space, with the exception of BASE spaces, is named by a capital letter sometimes
accompanied by a number: this letter represents the tense-aspect category that
mainly marks the space (P – PAST; F – FUTURE; Pf – PERFECT; Pg – PROGRESSIVE); the
numbers show the quantity of similar spaces (for example, P1 names the first PAST
space of a sequence). The frames that structure the spaces are represented by
rectangular boxes on the top side of the circles. The letters inside the circle represent
the frame roles of the event. Each space receives discourse category markings of
FOCUS, EVENT, V-POINT or BASE, as well as tense-aspect category markings of PRESENT,
FUTURE, PAST, PERFECT, PERFECTIVE, IMPERFECTIVE or PROGRESSIVE, according to the
grammatical content in the enunciation that the space represents. Those categories
can move from one space to another due to discourse dynamics. In order to indicate
such change, parentheses are used around a category marking in the space it used to
be. In all, a diagram composed with such elements represents the dynamic process
that language users go through when producing and interpreting discourse.

3. 3. Values of Perfective Past Indicative
3.1. Canonical Perfective Past
In narrative discourse, Perfective Past Indicative canonically expresses sequentiality,
that is, the events that occur in that tense, ordered in discourse, reflect a supposed
chronological sequence of occurrences of these events in experience. Perfective Past,
then, is the verb tense that generally conveys the central story line in narratives
(Tenuta, 2006).
Diagram 1 corresponds to example (1), a narrative extract in which Perfective Past
shows its canonical value, i.e. sequentiality:

(1) Aí
minha vó
foi
pra roça
Then my grandma went to the countryside
e
eu
and I

fiquei
stayed

lá
there.v

PAST identifies or cues construction of some past space N. It indicates that:

i) N is in FOCUS
ii) N's parent is V-POINT
iii) N's time is prior to V-POINT (parent)
iv) events or properties represented in N are FACT from V-POINT (parent) (Cutrer, 1994,
p. 88)

The MSM definition of the temporal category
values expressed by Perfective Past:

PAST

is required for diagramming the

a: Minha vó
My grandma
b: roça
countryside

c: Eu
I

a ir para b
a go to b

d: lá
there

a.
b.

base
v-point

P1
(focus)
event
past
perfective
Prior to base

c ficar d
c stay d
c.
d.

P2
focus
event
past
perfective
Prior to base

Diagram 1. Canonical Perfective Past (a)

In diagram 1, the

BASE space
NARRATION SITUATION DOMAIN,

is also V-POINT, and it is the deictic center in the
the reference point for the interpretation of tense
values of the events anchored in it. It is from this point of reference then that the
verb tenses of the other spaces (P1 and P2) are interpreted. This means that the
events in the story are seen as past in relation to the PRESENT of NARRATION SITUATION.
The events expressed by the forms of Perfective Past are represented in P1 and P2,
which are spaces marked by the categories PAST and PERFECTIVEvi. P1 and P2 are
structured individually by the frames of the events that they represent.
P1 and P2 are diagrammed in a sequence, with the objective of mirroring the order of
occurrence of events: both are spaces containing the representation of past events
that integrate the story line of which they are part. The events represented in P1 and
P2 are expressed by forms of Perfective Past with canonical, sequential
interpretation, and are marked by the categories PAST and PERFECTIVE. The fact that
V-POINT is at BASE in this example is related to characteristics of the PERFECTIVE

aspectual category of P1 and P2 (V-POINT different from FOCUS - see Diagram 8), and
it makes it possible for P1 and P2 to be understood as past in relation to this VPOINT/BASE. This means that V-POINT/BASE is the space from which the verb tenses of
the events represented in P1 and P2 are interpreted (the story events are seen as past
in relation to the present of NARRATION SITUATION). The FOCUS MARKING occurs first in
space P1 and then in space P2, showing the sequence of events that were the focus of
attention in that initial part of the example.
P1 and P2 may be represented, alternatively, as in Diagram 2, occupying only one
space P, since they are both anchored in the same BASE/V-POINT. Linked to space P in
Diagram 2, we find the frames that individually structure spaces P1 and P2, in
Diagram 1.

a: Minha vó
My grandma
b: roça
countryside

a ir para b
a go to b

c: Eu
I
d: lá
there
base
v-point

c ficar d
c stay d

a. c.
b. d.
P
focus
event
past
perfective
Prior to M

Diagram 2. Canonical Perfective Past (b)

3.2. Perfective Past with countersequential value
It has already been said that Perfective Past, in a narrative, canonically conveys the
events in the story line in a sequence. However, we find this verb tense expressing a
non-canonical
countersequential
value.
Perfective
Past
expresses
countersequenciality when an event expressed in that verb tense appears, in the
narrative sequence, posterior to the point at which it should appear if that narrative
sequence corresponded to the sequence of events in the story. This is, the chaining of
discourse, at this point in the narrative, does not correspond to the sequence of the
events that supposedly occurred in experience. vii

Example (2), which is an expanded extract that includes example (1), presents a form
of Perfective Past with countersequential value:

(2) Aí
minha avó
foi
pra roça
Then my grandma went to the countryside
e
eu
and I
Eu
I

fiquei
stayed

estava
was

Porque
Because

esperando
waiting.

Ada
Ada

e
morava
and lived

Casô
married
pr’aquele lugar
there

e
o marido dela
and her husband
que
that

lá
there.

tinha
had

um caminhão
a truck

fazia navegação
transported peopleviii

In (2), ‘Porque Ada casô’, a event expressed in Perfective Past, can be considered
countersequential because it represents an event that occurs in the story prior to ‘ir
pra roça’, ‘ficar lá’ and ‘estar esperando’, and nevertheless appears in discourse
posterior to those events. The translation of the event ‘Porque Ada casô’ into English
was done based on the canonical correspondent verb form: “Because Ada married”;
however, the meaning conveyed is similar to the meaning of “Because Ada had
married”. We adopted this procedure of a canonical translation throughout this work
because we are focusing on verb forms and non-canonical values related to these
forms in the Portuguese language. At this point, we highlight the importance of
taking into consideration the wide linguistic context, the level of discourse
realization, if we are to detect non-canonical verbal values.

Next, we show the diagram that corresponds to the extract in (2):

base
(v-point)

a: Minha vó
My grandma
b: roça
countryside
a ir para b / a go to b

P1
(focus)
event
past
perfective
Prior to base

c: Eu
I
d: lá
there
c ficar d / c stay

a.
b.

c.

c: Eu
I
c estar esperando
c was waiting

c.
d.

Pg
event
progressive
past
v-point
during Pg

P2
(focus)
event
v-point
past
perfective
Prior to base

e.
P3
focus
event
Prior to P2

e: Ada
e casar
e marry

Diagram 3. Perfective Past with countersequential value

The BASE space, P1 and P2 are the same spaces in Diagram 1. In Diagram 3, we find
Pg and P3. Pg, PROGRESSIVE, is diagrammed according to Tenuta (2006), for
narrative Ground, since it represents a situation in which it is Ground relative to P2
(Figure). Thus, in the story in which those events occur, ‘estar esperando’ (in Pg) is
context for ‘ficar lá’ (in P2). In relation to this type of diagramming, the author
states:
That kind of diagram aims at offering the possibility of a more precise visualization of
what occurs, cognitively speaking, in the processes of structuring and interpreting the
macro-structure of narrative texts. Specially, it shows the complexity of information
distribution into Figure or Ground materials, in their interrelations, that can be more
general or more local (Tenuta, 2006, p. 120).

The countersequential event, in (2), ‘Porque Ada casô’, is represented in Diagram 3
through space P3. That event is countersequential for having appeared in the
discourse after the narrative event ‘e eu fiquei lá’, represented in P2, having,

however, supposedly occurred before that event in P2 in the time line of experience.
Differently from what occurs with P1 and P2, that are interpreted from V-POINT at
BASE, the reference for the temporal interpretation of P3 is V-POINT in P2. This
generates an effect of past of past, specifically the countersequential value.
The distinction between canonical and non-canonical values thus occurs due to a
difference in the anchoring of interpretation: depending on where we have the VPOINT from which the situation is visualized, we obtain a distinct meaning effect.
Therefore, the countersequential value is explained by a change of V-POINT from BASE
to a PAST space.
In Brazilian Portuguese, countersequentiality is canonically conveyed through the
verb tense Pluperfect. A diagram made for that situation would result in a
configuration of spaces distinct from the configuration representing the expression of
that same value by means of the Perfective Past. In the case of the Pluperfect, we
have the combination of PAST tense and PERFECT aspect categories. On the other hand,
in relation to the Perfective Past, we have the combination of PAST tense and
PERFECTIVE aspect categories.
Here are Cutrer (1994)'s definitions for PERFECT and PERFECTIVE categories, on which
the diagrams for the countersequential values are based:
PERFECT identifies or cues construction of an EVENT space N.
It indicates that:
i) N is not in FOCUS
ii) N's parent is V-POINT
iii) N's time is prior to that of V-POINT (Cutrer, 1994, p. 91)

Perfect

space M:
v-point

space N:
event
Prior to M

Diagram 4. Definition of PERFECT

The PERFECTIVE identifies a FOCUS space N and indicates that:
i) N is not V-POINT (Cutrer, 1994, p. 93)
Perfective

space N:
focus

Diagram 5. Definition of PERFECTIVE

As illustrated by Diagrams 4 and 5, the definitions of PERFECT and
distinct, among other things, because of the FOCUS marking.

PERFECTIVE

are

Diagrams 6 and 7 illustrate the countersequential value expressed by means of
Pluperfect, and by means of Perfective Past:

base

base

P
v-point
past
Prior to base

Diagram 6. Pluperfect

Pf
event
perfect
Prior to P

P1
v-point
past
Prior to base

P2
event
focus
perfective
past
Prior to P

Diagram 7. Countersequential Perfective Past

In the case of Pluperfect, the diagram presents a PERFECT space (Pf), which is EVENT,
not FOCUS. The diagramming for the countersequential Perfective Past, on its turn,
presents a PERFECTIVE space (P2), which is marked FOCUS. Thus, the fact that the
speaker uses Perfective Past to express countersequentiality means that he/she
realizes, as seen in Diagram 7, a change of V-POINT from BASE to P1, keeping FOCUS at
P2, which is EVENT, PERFECTIVE. In this way, V-POINT is separate from FOCUS, what is
typical of the PERFECTIVE aspectual category.

In the representation of the countersequential value of Perfective Past, the
countersequential FOCUS space (for example, space P2 in Diagram 7) makes it
possible, from this point in discourse on, if it is the narrator's intention, the
construction either of a narrative sequence other than that central narrative, or of an
explanation or clarifying stretch of discourse. Then, in a narrative, a
countersequential Perfective Past interrupts the temporal line of the story creating
the possibility either of a parallel narrative line departing from that FOCUS space, or
of an elaboration of that countersequential event with some description, evaluation
or explanation of any kind. This interruption of the central story line can be, in
principle, of any extension.
In the case of example (2), the discourse elements that follow the countersequential
event have that explanatory/descriptive character (‘e morava pr’aquele lugar e o
marido dela tinha um caminhão que fazia navegação’). The central narrative, from
which the diagrammed extract was taken, and which had been interrupted by that
other discourse sequence, was continued afterwards.ix

4. 4. Values of Imperfective Past Indicative
4.1. Canonical Imperfective Past

base
P
focus
v-point
event
past
imperfective
Prior to base

Diagram 8. Imperfective Past

Canonically, Imperfective Past expresses a past situation for which there is no
indication of completeness. In terms of MSM, in such cases, we have the
IMPERFECTIVE and the PAST categories. IMPERFECTIVE has the function of signaling a VPOINT connected to the FOCUS space (here, a PAST space). This aspectual V-POINT is
different from the V-POINT in BASE space. According to Cutrer (1994), the BASE space
– the space of speech or thought – carries its own strong V-POINT role, which remains
available for the interpretation of time.

4.2. Imperfective Past with future in past value.
Our study revealed verbal forms of Imperfective Past Indicative with future in past
value. Some authors recognize the existence of such a value. Campos et al. (2002a)
reported the occurrence of Imperfective Past with future in past value expressing
unreality and recognized the need for further studies on the modal values of
Imperfective Past. For Cunha and Cintra (2001, p.452), Imperfective Past with future
in past value can be used “(...) to denote a fact that would be a certain and immediate
consequence of another fact that has not occurred, or that could not occur”. The
authors present the following examples: “O patrão é porque não tem força. Tivesse
ele os meios e isto virava um fazendão”. (The boss, it is because he is not powerful.
Had he the means, this became a big farm); “Se eu não fosse mulher, ia também!” (If
I were not a woman, I went too)x.
As mentioned in relation to the English translation of “Porque Ada. casô.” (Example
2), we have translated the Imperfective Past form in Cunha and Cintra (2001, p.452)
using the simple past, as it is canonically done, both in relation to Perfective Past and
to Imperfective Past Indicative of the Portuguese language. However, the meaning of
the Imperfective Past form in this example is similar to the meaning conveyed by the
conditional tense. This also applies to Example 3, which follows.

4.2.1. Imperfective Past with future in past value: Simple Form

See the example:
(3) Se
If
eu
I

meu filho
my son
matava
killed

morresse /
died.
ou você
ou seu filho
either you or your son

aqui
herexi

NARRATIVE DOMAIN
(base)

COUNTERFACTUAL
DOMAIN

P1
(focus)
past
Prior to base

a: Meu filho
My son
a morrer
a die
(Irrealis)
base
(v-point)
b: eu
I
c: você ou seu filho
you or your son
b matar c aqui
b kill c here

a.

P2
v-point
focus
past
imperfective
Prior to P1

b.
c.

F
prognostic
future
event
Posterior a P2

Diagram 9. Imperfective Past with future in past value: Simple Form

The extract in example (3) is part of a narrativexii. In this narrative, this extract
appears after a sequence of past events. These events are represented in Diagram 9
by P1. The example itself is a counterfactual situation. In such a situation, there is a
change of BASE from the NARRATIVE (DISCOURSE INTERACTION) DOMAIN to a
CONDITIONAL / COUNTERFACTUAL DOMAINxiii. This change of BASE results in a change in
interpretation of verb tenses: verb tenses should now be interpreted from the new
BASE, which becomes a new deictic center in which the discourse is anchored. Thus,
the conceptualization of events occurs as if the speaker had moved to this other
domain.
The COUNTERFACTUAL DOMAIN is composed of BASE, P2 and F spaces. In the diagram,
P2 is a PAST space and it is framed by the event 'a MORRER'. The Imperfective
Subjunctive form 'morresse' has been translated as 'died', as it would canonically
happen. This verb form, nevertheless, has a Pluperfect Subjunctive non-canonical

value ('had died'). This Imperfective Subjunctive form is diagrammed in P2, a PAST,
IMPERFECTIVE space. This space is marked as Prior to P1 due to this Pluperfect value.
Then, P2 represents an event that is narrated later, even though it would have
occurred previously to the sequence of events represented in P1. Moreover, the frame
that it structures is irrealis, showing a degree of commitment on the part of the
speaker with the actual occurrence of the event presented. Situations such as this are
described in Tenuta (2006, pp. 88-91).
Being also an IMPERFECTIVE space, the PAST space P2 presents a V-POINT linked to
FOCUS. Apart from an aspectual dimension, this V-POINT carries the deictic dimension
of time. This deictic temporal dimension is the result of a change in V-POINT from the
BASE to P2. This change of perspective is needed for the conceptualization of the
EVENT in a FUTURE space. That is, the V-POINT in the PAST IMPERFECTIVE space is used
for the interpretation of the event as being performed in the future with respect to a
past. This FUTURE space is an EVENT space in the diagramming of the non-canonical
future in past value of Imperfective Past Indicative. For the canonical value, the event
would appear in a PAST IMPERFECTIVE space, as we saw in Diagram 8.
In the definitions of the PAST and IMPERFECTIVE categories, which are involved in the
construction of Imperfective Past, V-POINT does not need to be linked to EVENT. This
latter can be projected to another space. This principle explains the occurrence,
depending on contextual information, of other non-canonical values of verb forms.
Due to the independence of this relationship, we find the non-canonical timeless,
future and imperative values of the Present Indicative (Tenuta, Moreira, &
Lepesqueur, 2010a). In the case of Imperfective Past, this situation allows for the
future in past non-canonical value.
The complete temporal conceptualization of the event "matava" (Imperfective Past
with future in past value) requires a FUTURE space F structured by the event and
linked to another PAST IMPERFECTIVE space. There is indication of the posteriority of F
relative both to P1 and P2. However, nothing indicates the temporal relationship
between F and the counterfactual BASE.

4.2.2. Periphrastic form of Imperfect Past with future in past value
The future in past value expressed by forms of Imperfective Past also occurs in timeaspectual periphrases. See the example below:
(4) Era
It was

um congresso de linguística e literatura.
a linguistics and literature conference

E nesse congresso
falá no congresso.

ia ia- o

Carlos Drummond de Andrade

And at this conference was going- Carlos Drummond de Andrade
going to speak at the conference xiv

ia
was

a: congresso de L&L
L&L conference
a ser
a be

base
(v-point)

a: congresso de L&L
L&L conference
b: Carlos Drummond de Andrade
b ir falar em a
b go talk in a

a.

P1
past
perfective
Prior to base
P2
v-point
focus
past
imperfective
Prior to Base

a.
b.

F
event
prognostic
Posterior to P2

Diagram 10. Imperfective Past with future in past value: Periphrastic Form

In all cases, simple or periphrastic Imperfective Past with future in past value,
counterfactual or notxv, the relations between the IMPERFECTIVE PAST and the FUTURE
spaces are of the same nature of those relations described in item 4b1. Thus, in the
diagram for this example, P2 is an IMPERFECTIVE PAST space, and there is indication of
anteriority of P2 relative to another space as well as indication of posteriority of F in
relation to P2. As in example (3), there is no indication of the temporal relationship
between F and BASE.
In Diagram 10, although the frame "b IR FALAR EM a" structures the FUTURE space F,
diagramming the complete time conceptualization of this event requires the F
connection to P2, an IMPERFECTIVE PAST space.
The diagramming of P2 (IMPERFECTIVE PAST) as encompassing P1 (PERFECTIVE PAST) in
Diagram 10 represents a narrative situation in which the event in P2 ("era um
congresso de linguística e literatura") is considered Ground for the events in P1.
More specifically, the event in P2 has the discourse function of contextualizing the
events in P1. P1 is therefore structured by frames of events that, despite not
appearing in this extract, compose the narrative Figure from which it was
extractedxvi.

5. 5. Conclusion
In this study, we reported the results of analyses of some non-canonical verbal values
found in a Brazilian Portuguese corpus, specifically the countersequencial value of

Past Perfective Indicative and the future in past value of Past Imperfective Indicative.
We presented diagrams representing discourse excerpts in which the investigated
phenomenon is found. These diagrams are consistent with MSM in Fauconnier
(1994, 1997) and Cutrer (1994). MSM integrates the broader theoretical framework
of CL, a framework wherein linguistic expressions are treated as the surface
manifestation of cognitive processes. In this view, language is considered an integral
part of cognition and its use requires general cognitive resources.
The application of MSM to the analysis in this study enabled, therefore, the
understanding of cognitive motivations behind the use of the non-canonical verbal
values under investigation. As a result of the investigation, we can explain the noncanonical countersequential value of Perfective Past Indicative as a change in the
original V-POINT of BASE (NARRATION / DISCOURSE INTERACTION DOMAIN) to a PAST
space, from which the countersequential Perfective Past is accessed and interpreted.
In that context, a situation expressed by means of Perfective Past is visualized from
that V-POINT PAST space. Then, in order for a Perfective Past form to be interpreted as
past in relation to another past, it is necessary that, in the configuration of spaces
representing that situation in the diagram, there is a previous PAST space that can
function as the V-POINT mentioned. In the unfolding of narrative events, the effect we
obtain is the one of countersequentiality.
The future in past value conferred to an event by a form of Imperfective Past
Indicative, in its turn, may be cognitively sanctioned because there is no indication of
a relationship between V-POINT and EVENT in the definitions of PAST and
IMPERFECTIVE. Therefore, the V-POINT from which we interpret the value expressed by
the verb must not necessarily be linked to EVENT expressed by the verb. This means
that the EVENT realization itself can occur outside this PAST space. In this case, we
have a future interpretation, since the event takes place in a FUTURE space, seen from
the IMPERFECTIVE PAST space.
When we analyze language in use data, it is important to adopt a discourse
perspective. The analysis should not be restricted to the sentence level. Taking
linguistic and discourse-pragmatic contexts into consideration was essential in this
work for the observation of the emergence of the non-canonical verb form values.
MSM proved very useful for the analysis of language in use phenomena, specifically,
the investigation, at the conceptualization level, of cognitive aspects related to the
use of non-canonical values of verb tenses. It is thus relevant that MSM operates with
a definition of verb tense that is more comprehensive than the traditional definition,
since it encompasses, more realistically, uses of verb forms made naturally by
speakers. Also, MSM makes theoretical resources available, such as discourse
categories, which originate from the general human cognitive visual perception, as
well as tense-aspect categories, which were proposed based on large crosslinguistic
studies. All these arguments reveal the potential of MSM for the investigation of
issues related to the verbal element.

Notes
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vii

viii
ix
x
xi
xii
xiii
xiv
xv

xvi

This research has generated analysis of various non-canonical verb values, and, therefore, there
has been publication related to it: Tenuta & Lepesqueur (2010), Tenuta, Moreira & Lepesqueur
(2010a), Tenuta, Moreira & Lepesqueur (2010b).
See Cienki (2007).
Authors' translation.
Values such as those were found in: oral narratives in Tenuta (2006)'s corpus; conversation
transcriptions kindly provided by GREF/NELU (Grupo de Estudos Funcionalistas/Núcleo de
Estudos da Língua em Uso - FALE/UFMG): transcriptions from tapes AV and MFA, and from
Matta (2005)'s corpus, representing the oral modality of the Portuguese language in use in Brazil.
Also, they were found in UNIPAC's 2006 vestibular essays, also kindly provided by UNIPAC
Vestibular Commission for this study, representing the written modality.
Narrative 1 (15-17). This notation, as others in this article, means lines 15 to 17 of Narrative 1 in
Tenuta (2006).
The definition of the PERFECTIVE aspect category implies a relation in which V-POINT is different
from FOCUS (See Diagram 8).
Campos, Rodrigues and Galembeck (1996a) analyze Perfective Past and Imperfective Past in
spoken Portuguese; however, they do not register the countersequential value of Perfective Past,
since they deal with sentence level data. The authors recognize the importance of the “meanings of
inflected verb forms in terms of discourse-pragmatic characteristics or in terms of the meaning
constructed in the textual or discourse relations” (Campos, Rodrigues e Galembeck 2002a:39). In
this work, even though the authors take into consideration the textual level, the countersequential
value of Perfective Past is not discussed.
Narrative 6 (25-31). In this example, ‘casô’ is the reduced form of ‘casou’.
The complete narrative is found in Tenuta (2006).
Cunha & Cintra, 2001, p. 452.
Narrative 7 (lines 25-26).
The complete narrative is found in Tenuta (2006).
There are two types of conditional structures: the hypothetical and the counterfactual.
Narrative 13 (lines 19-20).
In this example, the value of Past Imperfect with future in past value does not occur in the field of
counterfactuality.
The complete narrative is found in Tenuta (2006).
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